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Motorola sb6120 comcast

ModelBrand MOTOROLAModel SB6120DetailsType Cable ModemInterface Ethernet PortStandards DOCSIS 3.0Max Transmission Rate 160Mbps in DOCSIS mode and 195Mbps in EuroDOCSIS modeFeaturesFeatures User-friendly online diagnostics and bonded channel status pageRemote management using SNMP and TFTP1 GHz TunerGigE PC
connectivityIPV6 supportRear panel color coded for ease of installation and troubleshootingFront panel, easy to read operational LEDs to indicate status and simplify troubleshootingMulti-colored LED option to identify Bonded Channel modeAdditional InformationDate First Available December 07, 2009Warranty & Returns © 1996-2014, Amazon.com,
Inc. or its affiliates Hey -- I've been getting 1/5 of my quoted speed, on average, for a while. Contact Comcast with my findings and they told me it's because I have a non-docsis 3.0 modem. I have the Motorola SB6120 which, from everything I can find is docsis 3.0 compliant.When I explain this to Comcast tech they say it's reached it's end of life status
because its "old." The modem is only 2.5 years old.So, am I wrong -- is SB6120 not docsis 3.0? Also, what is the average lifespan of a cable modem. Less than 3 years seams really low.ThanksPage 2 21 comments Photo Courtesy: Bloomberg/Getty Images If you have a Comcast account, odds are good that you get one or more services through Xfinity, a
Comcast subsidiary that provides Wi-Fi, cable and digital TV packages, mobile service and more. While Xfinity offers many of its services on an individual basis, you can also get bundle deals that combine two or more Comcast or Xfinity services to save money. Once you have one Comcast service in your life, it’s easy to get a better deal on others. If
you already have a Comcast account and want to make the most of it, you should check out these other offerings from Comcast to find new ways to stay connected, entertained and more.Getting Online: Internet Service OptionsComcast Xfinity’s internet service is fast, secure and accessible. As the largest internet service provider in the United States,
you’re likely to be within the company’s coverage area no matter where you go. Download speeds range from 10 mbps all the way up to 2000 mbps, so you pay for only what you need — however fast that might be. Customers also get their choice of cable or fiber connection where available and a 1 terabyte monthly cap on most plans, making Xfinity a
solid choice for anyone who expects to be online regularly. Photo Courtesy: Comcast Subscribing to Xfinity also opens up other options, such a free subscription to Norton Security Suite and parental controls for both which sites can be visited and when wifi is available. Xfinity service also comes with access to a free network of more than 18 million
wireless hotspots across the country, making staying connected easy no matter where you go. On top of that, choosing Xfinity for internet service makes it easy to get better rates on the other services Comcast provides.Watching Your Faves: Digital Cable TVWhen you subscribe to Xfinity’s TV and streaming services, you’ll also get access to Peacock
— Comcast’s answer to Netflix, Hulu and other streaming services — at no extra cost. You can choose which of your networks to include in your plan, tailoring it to your exact preferences without having to sign up for additional channels you won’t watch. An included voice remote lets you control and watch your favorite content using spoken
commands. Photo Courtesy: Cindy Ord/Getty Images Aside from Peacock, you’ll have access to other free apps via internet access. With all these services combined, you’ll have a choice of thousands of movies and shows to watch whenever you want.Staying Connected: Mobile Services and FeaturesYou can take your favorite Xfinity services on the go
with Xfinity Mobile, the company’s nationwide mobile phone network that offers 5G coverage. Remember those Wi-Fi hotspots mentioned earlier? Xfinity Mobile users have access to them as well, with devices set to connect automatically so that you never use mobile data when you don’t have to. Combining Xfinity’s internet and mobile options in a
bundle also gets you unlimited talk and text for up to five lines without paying phone line or activation fees. Photo Courtesy: Comcast If you already have a device, you may be able to bring your existing phone to make the switch over to Comcast. Payment options include only paying for the data you use per month or a fixed amount to ensure you have
all the data you’ll need.Protecting What Matters: Home Security ServicesXfinity is also in the home security business. The company offers comprehensive security coverage, from camera coverage of your property to notifications about potential intruders and more. You can choose from three levels of security equipment that Xfinity technicians then
install and customize to the needs of your house and property. Photo Courtesy: Comcast There are two plans to choose from: the Home Security and the Home Security Plus. The former provides around-the-clock professional monitoring along with live high-definition (HD) video feeds, smart home control, instant alerts and the ability to back up your
system on a remote device. In exchange for a higher monthly fee, the Plus plan includes everything Home Security offers as well as the ability to review cloud-based security footage up to a week in the past as well as the ability to search for specific people, vehicles and even pet activity.Chatting It Up: Home Phone LinesIf you already use Xfinity for
mobile service but are considering a landline for business or just to give yourself more control over how and which people can reach you, Xfinity’s home phone services could save you money. Plans vary by area but usually include internet, TV and voicemail as part of a bundle. Photo Courtesy: Strauss/Curtis/The Image Bank/Getty Images You can also
add on numerous extra features, international unlimited calling, Readable Voicemail and more. Additionally, you can use the Xfinity app to make and receive calls and check your landline voicemail from your mobile phone, letting you stay on top of things wherever you go. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Comcast hosts conference call for
investors Comcast (CMCSA) Dips More Than Broader Markets: What You Should Know Top Stock Reports for Comcast, Danaher & Amgen Snap Can Rally Further as Growth Soars in Emerging Markets NBCU Coverage Gives Comcast Dominant Share Of Ad Market Comcast Utah : COMCAST TO INVEST $22 MILLION TO EXPAND FIBER DGAPNews: COMCAST OPENS NEW XFINITY STORE IN COVINGTON Comcast Washington : COMCAST OPENS NEW XFINITY STORE IN COVINGTON Comcast (CMCSA) Gains But Lags Market: What You Should Know Why Is Nielsen (NLSN) Stock in the Spotlight Today? Comcast (CMCSA) Stock Moves -0.82%: What You Should Know Why Crypto
Hacks Keep Happening 7 Dividend Stocks to Finance Your Golden Years Netflix won't say 'never' to ads, as rivals set up cheaper streaming tiers Comcast (CMCSA) Brings Apple TV+ to Its Entertainment Platform Comcast Xfinity TV Platforms Add Apple TV+ COMCAST NBCUNIVERSAL PROVIDES EASTERSEALS WITH $368,000 GRANT A Peek Into
The Markets: US Stock Futures Gain Following Monday's Sell-Off Comcast Launches Apple TV+ On Xfinity Platforms Disney weighs cheaper ad-supported tier for Disney+ - report Expert Ratings For Comcast Benzinga's Top Ratings Upgrades, Downgrades For March 1, 2022 Comcast downgraded to hold from buy at Truist Netflix and Streaming
Rivals Usher in the ‘De-FANGing’ of Tech Stocks said by Jim721:Personally I would not go with anything less then a 16x4 at this point. This will be all your going to need until the Docsis 3.1 starts rolling out in the near future. The Arris SB-6183 is a solid performer and the price has come down some now. There are other 16x4 as well that should work
fine.Well, an 8x4 modem will handle even the Blast/Extreme 150 Mbps speed tier fine, unless you're on a particularly congested node.However, as mentioned in that »[Equip] Looks like some comcast compatible modems are on sale now thread, there are good sale prices on some 16x4 models, like the Netgear CM500 at Newegg, Amazon and Best
Buy right now for only $79.99Page 2said by floydb1982:Why does Comcast want all 4x4 Modems off their network???From: »[Speed] Heads-Up: Time to Replace Your DOCSIS 3.0 4x4 Modemsaid by jlivingood:At Comcast, we actively work to provide a great broadband experience to our Xfinity Internet customers. As part of that, we regularly increase
the broadband speeds for our customers. As a result, customers using DOCSIS 3.0 4x4 devices will increasingly be unable to enjoy the fullest possible broadband speeds. "4x4" means 4 downstream and 4 upstream channels.We have been sending notifications to customers using DOCSIS 3.0 4x4 modems if they are on a tier where a the device cannot
deliver on the advertised speeds with instructions on the upgrade process.LEASED DEVICES:Customers that lease a D3.0 4x4 device are asked to request a device upgrade at »deviceupgradeportal.g.co ··· ast.net/ -- feel free to do so now.OWNED (RETAIL) DEVICES:Customers that own a D3.0 4x4 device are urged to replace it with a more up-to-date
D3.0 device, such as a 24x8 device (24 downstream channels and 8 upstream channels). A suggested list of retail devices is at »mynewmodem.comcast.net/.A more updated D3.0 device will enable you to take advantage of channel bonding beyond 4 channels (better/higher speeds) and these devices are newer and so still supported by vendors (i.e.
software updates and bug fixes).andsaid by jlivingood:Remember this is simply the very first step in a multi-year process. The first EOL step really just prevents new (old) D3 4x4 devices coming on the network. In parallel we raise awareness of the issue (like here). Over time these kinds of small changes help shift people to newer and more capable
devices.
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